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Seismic Research Centre
y Research and monitoring of earthquake, volcano and

tsunami hazards
y Increasing public awareness and education to help people

modify their behavior or their response to hazards.
y Foster institutional growth and development through

i
increased
d awareness off tsunamii h
hazards
d iin the
h C
Caribbean.
ibb

Earth Science Week

y Hosted by American Geological Institute
y SRC planned activities address the theme;

Tsunami and other Coastal Hazards
y To promote scientific understanding and

safety knowledge on the Eastern
Caribbean scenario within vulnerable rural
coastal communities

What is a tsunami?
y A tsunami is a series of ocean waves caused by a sudden disturbance of the

ocean floor
fl
that
h displaces
d l
a llarge amount off water.
y Natural hydro‐geological
y
g
g
Phenomena triggered
gg
by;
y
Earthquakes Volcanic eruptions
Submarine Landslides
y The p
plate tectonics of the Caribbean –

susceptible to this hazardous geological event.
y ~10
0 fatal
a a tsunami
su a events
e e s in thee Caribbean
a bbea in

the last 500 years.
y 1
1‐2
2 potentially destructive events per century.
Earthquake epicenters in the Eastern Caribbean.
Seismic Research Centre

Preparing communities for tsunamis

y Efforts and procedures for EWS are being implemented by

regional and national agencies.
y Dramatically illustrated by past events, activities at these

levels may not save lives if communities are not ready to
respond
d to an approaching
hi tsunami.i
y Communities need to be trained to protect themselves from

disasters – most important be ready to evacuate all areas that
could be flooded by the tsunami quickly and safely.

Youths – effective leaders of change
y Youth participation is crucial in efforts towards adaptation

and mitigation, leading to the wider goal of resilience.
y Excellent way to reach a large portion of the population.
y Lessons learnt saves lives: the story of Tilly Smith (ISDR)
{
{
{
{

11 year old girl for England, vacationing with family in Thailand in Dec 2004
Learned about tsunamis in Geography class
Noticed strange behavior of the sea on the morning of the 26th
Convinced over 100 people to leave the beach before the tsunami struck
minutes later
later.

Tsunami Ready Environment & Education
y TREE Planting initiative.
initiative
y Community based education

and outreach initiative.
y Targeting students in coastal

communities.
y Establish a mini coastal forest

barrier in their community.

Objectives
y Promote scientific understanding and safety knowledge of the Eastern Caribbean

scenario in relation to tsunamis;
tsunamis
{
{
{

educating students about the causes and dangers of tsunamis,
how to recognize their natural warning signs
methods to preserve life before during and after a tsunami.

y Mitigate against the hazard in a comprehensive nature through sustainable process of

tree planting
{

linking people, trees and the environment.

y Incorporate the knowledge and involvement of the local populace in executing the

project to deliver meaningful results.
{

The community can live to see the benefits of their work when the trees buffer the impact of
a tsunami or storm surge event.

Effectiveness of coastal forest in reducing tsunami impacts
y From a database of earlier studies, there are opinions about the

effectiveness
ff ti
off coastal
t l fforestt
“There is growing evidence that natural barriers are critical components in the overall resilience of
coastal areas to threats posed by tsunamis, hurricanes and other coastal hazards” (Adger 2005)

y Affirmative views assert that coastal forest is effective in tsunami

disaster reduction because;
•
•
•
•

It reflects and resists tsunami energy, reducing inundation depth, area and currents
It stops debris moved by the tsunamis and prevents secondary damage by debris impact
It provides a life‐saving means by catching persons being washed out to sea
It collects wind blown sand reducing erosion of beaches and building dunes.
dunes

A negative opinion is that forest may be ineffective against a huge tsunami (>10m) and at worst, trees
themselves could become destructive forces to houses, if uprooted by tsunami.

Pre‐tsunami tree vegetation cover and post tsunami
damages in Cuddalore District, Tamil Nadu, India.

A protective role for coastal forest
y Studies in areas affected by tsunamis show a connection

between areas with the highest levels of damage and the
absence of coastal forests.
y Natural beach forests and plantations of tree crops, such
as casuarinas and cashew nut provided high mitigation
capacity.

.
Ikonos imagery before and after the 2006 West Java tsunami shows how vegetation
reduced tsunami impact at Pangandaran Beach. (CRPS, www.crips.nus.edu.sg)

Pre tsunami tree vegetation cover and post tsunami
damages in Cuddalore District, Tamil Nadu, India.
I the
In
h south,
h the
h shore
h
i lined
is
li d with
i h Casuarinas.
C
i
Five villages are located within these plantations
and all experienced only partial damage.
(Danielsen et al. 2005)

How coastal forest work as a barrier
y The function of a barrier is to absorb the impact forces and to retard the

flow.
y Unlike solid structures, coastal forests, partly reflects and partly transmits

waves.
y The force of the tsunami is reduced by the forest and areas to the rear are

afforded
ff d d protection
t ti

Coastal forest diminished a 6‐m‐high tsunami to 1.6 m in Cikalong, West Java. Tsunami broken at the first line of forest.

Other advantages
y Coastal
C
l forests
f
can also
l obstruct
b
{

boats and ship cargo, timber, other debris from
washing inland where they would cause casualties
and damage.
damage

y Threatened environment;
{

~ 35% of the Earth’s major coastal environments has
been lost or degraded in the past two decades
(Valiela et al. 2001).

y The climate connection;
{

Trees and forests play a vital role in regulating the
climate since they absorb as much as 30% of CO
CO²
each year (National Geographic 2009).
A survivor re‐enacts his escape from the wave by climbing a small tree on one of the islands of Papua New Guinea 1998

Collaboration
y A liaison was established with the Department of Forestry
Forestry.
y Forestry officers volunteered to
{
{
{
{

Make necessary site visits (2)
Advised on the suitability of the area and permissions
Recommend plants for coastal conservation
Site preparations on the day of planting.
Accompanying Forestry officers; Mr. Singh, Mr. Figaro
and Mr. Deosaran, who volunteered for the project,
on our site visit to Toco Secondary School

y A collection of 120 seedlings were provided by the Assistant

Conserver of Forestry, Department of Forestry, Ministry of
Agriculture Land and Marine Resources.
Agriculture,
Resources

Audience and Site selection
y Students from a coastal zone school is ideal for this awareness and

outreach initiative. There are nine schools in Trinidad located in coastal
communities.
y Using Google maps the location of these schools was investigated.
y The satellite image provided a vague idea of the surrounding

topography with respect to the coastline.
y Finding suitable (state owned) land adjacent to the coastline and

settlement required a site visit.

Cedros Secondary School
y Cedros Secondary School is located in the small

coastal town of Bonasse village on the South
western Icacos peninsular of Trinidad.

y Flat terrain – below 25 foot contour.
y School also serves as an emergency shelter in

disaster crisis.

y Much of the area is devoted to

coconut cultivation in the
hundreds of hectares.

y Coastal communities on

eroding beaches – increasingly
vulnerable to sudden large
wave events – tsunamis

y Affected by rouge waves in

2007

Satellite image of the South Western peninsular of Trinidad.
(Source: Google maps 2009)

Planting site – Bonasse Village
N

Cedros Secondary
School

Aerial view of Bonasse Village (Google 2009)

Above: View looking west of the back beach area adjoining the
Southern Main Road, lined with houses to the left.

Lighting the flame
y Principal and geography teachers were contacted and

informed about our interest
interest.

y Community leaders and councilors were also informed and

invited to encourage the community to participate.

y Sponsorship from ODPM, First Citizens, Neal & Massy Group

Foundation provided;

{
{
{

T shirts for group of 60 students and SRC staff
Shovels,, Bottled water,, Snacks items
Scrip J Printers provided all printed materials
Ù Informational posters, Event flyers for students and extending to the
community, Tsunami booklet for awareness packages
Ù Student packages also included a wealth of material from ODPM

Making it happen through education
y The students were exposed to the most important concept

through a presentation illustrating;
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Tsunami science
Identifying natural warning signs
How to react to these signs and evacuate
The significance of coastal forest – mitigation and climate
Th iimportance off education
The
d
i iin preventing
i di
disasters – Tilly
Till Smith
S ih
Footage of the 2004 tsunami to drive home the message.
Discussion on the lessons learnt and feedback on how it impacted them.

Students then went out and proactively defend their
community against the hazard by planting 100 seedlings

Impact & Results
y 100 seedlings were planted in a staggering layout including;
|
|
|
|
|
|

Sea grapes (20)
Casuarinas (20)
Almond (20)
Cashew (20)
Balata (10)
Golden flower ((10))

Cross section of trees planted
Balata

Not drawn to scale

y Forest width ~7‐15 trees/50m²
y Trees will be maintained by the schools Environmental club.

The Good Practice
y Education is key to encouraging communities can take

responsibility for their own vulnerability.
vulnerability
{

Educating students was at the heart of this project. Basic knowledge on
tsunami natural warning signs, heightens reflexes to preserve life.

y Planting projects are only successful with local participation
{ long‐term management and conservation of the trees.
y Involving youths in executing the project delivered meaningful

results – lasting impression as they watch their trees grow.

y Government Ministries and private sector are willing to work

together and become involved in community based disaster
management projects.

Lessons learnt
y Planting is a fun and environmentally significant activity

but is only one part/beginning of the process.
Sustainability is key.
y The challenge is to keep people’s attention even though

nothing
thi happens
h
for
f an extended
t d d period
i d off ti
time.
y Together
T
h with
i h the
h EWS;
EWS evacuation
i routes, hazard
h
d maps,

signage are needed to complete any awareness
campaign.
campaign

Thank you for listening….
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